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In this paper, we exstend the theorems of this author’s paper Cl], and 
continue to study Naimpally and Singh’s open questions [2]. The con- 
vergence theorems of the sequence of Ishikawa iterates for hemicontractive 
mappings will be proved, in this paper. 
Let C be a nonempty subset of a normed linear space. 
(I) A mapping T: C + C is called pseudocontractive if 
II~~-~yl12~lI~-yl12+Il~~-~~~-~y-~~~l12, Qx, y E C. 
(II) A mapping T: C + C is called demicontractive if for some 
constant k, 0 <k < 1, 
lITx-pl12G lb-pl12+kIlx- Txll*, QxEC,QPEF(T) 
(F(T) denotes the fixed point set of T). 
(III) A mapping T: C -+ C is called hemicontractive if
IV-pII* lb-pII*+ lb- WI*, QxEC, Q~EF(T). 
(IV) A mapping T: C + C is called quasicontractive if for some 
constant k, 0 6 k < 1, 
W-Tyll ~kmWx-yll~ lb-W, lly-Tyll, lb-Tyll, IIY-WI}, 
vx, y E c. 
(V) A mapping T: C + C is called generalized contractive if 
IlTx- Tyll <max{llx- yll, lb- WI, Ily- Tyll, I/x- Tyll, Ily- Txll}, 
vx, y E c, x # y. 
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For each x0 E C, the iteration sequence {xn >F= 0 is called an Ishikawa 
scheme if 
vn=BnTxn+(l -Bnb, 
x n+1=(1-%?)X,+%TY, 
and {an}, (/In} satisfy (i) 06 a,, </I, 6 1, (ii) lim,, 3c p, =O, and (iii) 
c,“=, %Pn= co. 
Ishikawa [3] defined the above iteration scheme and proved that a 
sequence of Ishikawa iterates for a Lipschitzian pseudo-contractive map- 
ping in a convex compact subset of Hilbert space must converge to a fixed 
point of this mapping. After this, Rhoades [4] and Naimpally and Singh 
[2] studied the Ishikawa iteration scheme, respectively, and put forth the 
following questions: 
Can the Ishikawa iteration procedure be extended to hemicontractive 
and quasicontractive mappings? 
The author has studied the above questions in foregoing papers [ 1,5] 
and proved the convergence theorems of the sequence of Ishikawa iterates 
for quasicontractive mappings and Lipschitzian hemicontractive mappings. 
In this paper, we continue to study the above questions, and prove the 
folowing theorems: 
THEOREM 1. Let C be a convex compact subset of a Hilbert space and 
T: C -+ C a continuous hemicontractive mapping. Suppose that the number of 
the fixed points of T is finite. Then, for each x0 E C, the sequence of Ishikawa 
iterates {x,,},~& must converge to a fixed point of T. 
THEOREM 2. Let C be a convex compact subset of a Hilbert space and 
T: C -+ C a continuous generalized contractive mapping. Then, for each 
x0 E C, the sequence of Ishikawa iterates (x~},~=~ must converge to a fixed 
point of T. 
The following two lemmas are proved in Cl]. 
LEMMA 1. Let C be a convex compact subset of a Hilbert space, T: 
C + C a hemicontractive mapping with F(T) nonempty, and {x,,},~=~ a
sequence of Ishikawa iterates. Then, 
Ik+, -~Il~dll~,-~ll~-~~B,C~~-~P,)Il~,-~x,ll~-IlT~,-Tv,ll~1, 
Vp E F(T). 
LEMMA 2. Let C be a convex compact subset of a Hilbert space, and 
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T: C + C a continuous hemicontractive mapping with F(T) nonempty. Let 
{x,,} czO be a sequence of Ishikawa iterates. Then, 
lim inf 11 x, - TX, I( 2 = 0. 
“dcO 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since T is hemicontractive, F(T) is nonempty. 
Suppose that the number of fixed points of T is I, and they are 
Pl, P2, .*.> pI, respectively. From Lemma 2, {x,}~& has a subsequence 
{~,,~}km_~, such that 
lim 11 xnk - TX,, II* = 0. (1) k-cc 
It follows from the compactness of C that {x,~}~+ has a convergent sub- 
sequence { xn,} ,“= 0. Let 
lim x,~= p. 
m-m 
From (1) and the continuity of T, we have p = Tp, and p is a fixed point 
of T. Without loss of generality we may assume that p = p,. 
Let E,.= {nm)zzo, 
un= (1 -VL)Ilx,- W12- IITxn- T~nll~r 
and E= (nENlu,<O}, E= {nENlu,>O}. 
When n E E, it is evident from Lemma 1 that 
IIX n+l-Pl12~IlXn-Pl12~ Vp E F(T). 
If E is finite or empty, then C/(x, - p1 I/ ‘1 is monotone decreasing for all n 
sufficiently large. On the other hand, the subsequence {x~,},“=~ of {x,};=~ 
converges to pl, hence, {(I x, - p1 II ‘},“=, has a subsequence which con- 
verges to 0. Thus, (11 x, - p1 II ‘}z==, converges to 0, that is, 
lim x,=pl. 
n-tee 
Suppose that E is infinite. Define subsets Ei of E by 
If i is not unique, choose the one with the smaller subscript. 
It is evident that E=UIGiG,,ieN Ei and EinEj=(2/ when i#j (0 
denotes empty set). Suppose that Ei is infinite for some i; that is, 
Ei= {np}paLo. W e will prove that {xn,},aLO must converge to the fixed 
point, pi of T. 
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If not, for some s0 > 0, there exists a subsequence {ni},YO of (n,}T=,, 
such that 
II-%, - Pill 2 Eo (j= 1, 2, . ..)* (2) 
From the compactness of C, it follows that there must exist a convergent 
subsequence {x~,>;=~ of {x,J,??~. 
Suppose that 
lim xE4 = p. 
Y-” 
Since T is continuous, 
lim Tx,,~ = Tp. 
4-+a 
On the other hand, from the uniform continuity of T and the fact that 
lim, + m I/x, - ~“11 =0, it follows that 
lim 
4-m 
11 TX+ - Ty,J 2 = 0. 
Since {ny}Ym,OC (~j}ioo,Oc {np)~zO=EicE? 
{~q}~~OcEicE. 
Hence, 
(1 - NJ IIxnq - %/I ’ - II TX, - TY,II~ < 0. (3) 
Taking the limit on the right and left sides of (3) as q+ cc yields 
I(p - Tp1j2 G 0, and p is a fixed point of T. On the other hand, since 
{?J,“=,~& 
Hence, we have 
IIxnq -Pill G Ibn4 - PII. 
lim xny = pi, 
Y-jm 
in contradiction with (2). Therefore, we must have 
lim xnp =pi 
P-m 
({np},“=O=Ei). 
Suppose now that each of the sets E,, E,, . . . . E,, 1 <r <l, is infinite and 
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that the remaining subsets Ei are either finite or empty, then there exists a 
natural number, iV, such that when IZ > R 
nE u Eiui?. 
l<i<r 
Suppose that 
Since T has only finite fixed points, d > 0. It follows from lim, _ m ~1, = 0 
and lim,,, 8, = 0 and the compactness of C, that there must exist a 
natural number R, > R, such that when n > ?7, 
where Ua:,, IL) = bAC(l - 2PJ II x, - TxJ2- I/TX, - Tynl12]1. Since 
limp + m xno = pi, 1 < i f r ({np}p4=o = Ei) and limm,,x,m = p1 
( {n,)~=o = E,), there must exact a natural number iV2 > m,, such that 
when n > f12 
lb,--Pill G 
if neEI 
if neE, 
and IlX,-pill<d/4 if BEEP (ldi<r and i#l). Choosing N,EE,, and 
N, > N2, we will prove, as follows, that when n > N,, 
n$ U Ei. 
i# 1 
l<i<i- 
First, we prove that N,$Ui+,,,<i<,Ei. If N,ELJ~+~,,~~~~E~, there 
must exist i, (i. # l), such that N, E E,. From N, > m, and N, E E,, it 
follows that 
d 
IlxNc-PP,ll G-. 4 
On the other hand, from N, E E, we have 11x,,,, - piO(l Q d/4. Hence, 
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It is contradictory. Therefore, we have 
It follows from n, > N, > m that no E Ui G i G I Ei u E. Since 
n&U I~i~r,,f~Ei,wehaven,~Elu~.Thu~, (l)ifn,~E, (Ix,,+,-p,II6 
Ilx”o - p, I( 6 d/4; on the other hand, (2) if no E El, J/x,~ - p, 1) d d/6. Then, 
and 
lb no+, -PA Gf. 
Wenowprove thatn,+14Ul~i~.,;+lEj. Ifn,+1EiJlGis5jZ,Ei, there 
must exist i, # 1, such that n, + 1 E E,,. Since n, -t 1 > N,, we have 
lb n,,+l - plOll <d/4. On the other hand, since IJxnO+, -pi 1) <d/4, we have 
a contradiction. Hence, no + 14 U , <, Gr,iic i Ei. Therefore, for each n 2 N,., 
we have n#UIsiGr,izl Ei, that is, n E E, ui?. Since lim,z, 3. L(a,, fi,) =0 
and lim, _ 3c x, = p I (n E E, ), there exists a natural number N > N,, such 
that when n > N, 
for arbitrary E > 0, 
and when n 2 N and n E E,, [Ix, - p, II 6 43. Since E is infinite, for suf- 
ficiently large n, we have n E E, u E. Hence E, must be infinite. 
We choose N(E) E El and N(E) > N. We will prove that when n 2 N(E), 
I/& - PI II d &. 
Since N(E) E El and N(E) > N, we have j(xNCEj - pias/ <E. Supposing 
that 52 N(E) and I/x,-pi I( Q E, we will prove that (Ixfi+ 1 -pi 1) GE. If 
Z E i?, we have 
II%+,-Pill d II%-Pill GE. 
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If fiEE,, we have 
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On the other hand, it follows from ti> N(E) > N that L(a,, p,) 6 (~/3)~. 
Hence. 
that is, llxii + i - p, I/ < s/2 < E. Thus, for each n > N(E), \Ix, - pi 11 d E. There- 
fore, 
lim x, = pi. 
n-m 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. From Schauder’s theorem, F(T) is nonempty. 
Since T is a generalized contractive mapping, for x E C, x # p E F(T), 
II~~-~ll~~~~{Il~-~ll, b- WI, IIP-Txll), 
which implies that 
11~~-~112~~~~{11~-~112, /Ix-W12, IlTx-A12). 
Thus. 
IITx-PII~~ lb-pII’+ lb- W12, VXEC, PEF(T), 
and T is hemicontractive. It follows from Rhoades’ results [6] that T has 
a unique fixed point. Therefore, from Theorem 1 in this paper, the sequence 
of Ishikawa iterates must converge to the fixed point. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2. 
Note. The generalized contractive mapping is definition (25) in 
Rhoades [6] and the quasicontractive mapping is definition (24). It follows 
from Rhoades’ definitions [6] thjat definition (25) is more general than 
(24). Hence Theorem 2 of this paper is an extension of Theorem 1 in [ 11. 
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